TechnoPOS Features
TechnoPOS ™ Point-of-Sale

Synchronization with ecommerce platforms

The software most adapted to the current market. It comes in
two main formats, the "pure cloud" format and the "Hybrid"
format, including the exclusive FrontCloud service for
TechnoSolutions CL.
The basic license can be installed on three (3) devices of your
choice such as: a complete cash register system, a laptop and a
tablet. Currently supported systems are: Linux64, Windows7 +
32 and 64 bit as well as Android devices.

With our many years of expertise in the field of sales points and
platforms like WooCommerce, Magento and Shopify, we have
developed TechnoPOS with special attention for all those who
want to sell their products and services on these platforms.
Integration is done quickly and seamlessly to synchronize realtime products and sales directly from TechnoPOS.

Detailed and customizable reports

TechnoMedia ™ Dynamic Display

Our report module provides you with over 75 detailed reports
and allows you to create as many custom reports as you want.

The TechnoMedia dynamic display system designed by
TechnoSolutions CL can be integrated with TechnoPOS and
allows to display in real time your promotional products on any
screen format on the spot or remote.

Intuitive and fast interface

Real-time cloud backups

The cash register interface of TechnoPOS is very user-friendly
and easy to access. You will easily find your products, search for
customer accounts, information about gift cards and loyalty, etc.
In addition, TechnoPOS comes with display to customers.

TechnoPOS operations are saved in real time on the
TechnoSolutions CL cloud, thus avoiding any data loss. In
addition, if you have the FrontCloud ™ service, you can continue
your operations even if you no longer have access to the
Internet.

Employee management

TechnoPOS Hybrid and Firewall FrontCloud ™
from TechnoSolutions CL

The management of employees is also very simple with the
standard form that allows to give specific rights to the different
functions of TechnoPOS. Time stamp modules, holiday
management and even schedules easily allow you to manage
the access and rights of your employees.

TechnoSolutions CL's FrontCloud ™ service is a high-tech
secure device that isolates your network of TechnoPOS devices
from the network available to everyone. In addition, FrontCloud
™ can resynchronize all operations as soon as Internet access
is restored. It allows simultaneous connection of more than 32
TechnoPOS devices.

Customer Management

Import Export

You have the ability to manage your accounts receivable, their
balances, their points and even their purchases made in series.
For example: You offer a tanning service and you decide to sell
10 sessions for an X price. TechnoPOS tracks the use of
sessions via the cashier interface.

The import or export function of customers, inventories, gift
cards and xls printing is a major advantage when it comes time
to perform audits or price changes in high volume.

Inventory Management

Integrated optional modules *

Manage your inventory effectively and create purchase orders
automatically with TechnoPOS's advanced features. Perform
goods receipt just as easily.

Multi-Branch Management Module
Agendom ™ for booking
Customizable loyalty application
Integration with Quickbooks online
Integration with Global Payment and RealEx
* some fees may apply

For more information, visit the TechnoSolutions CL website at https://www.tech-cl.com

